I. READING

Text - 1

Read the following passage and answer the questions below.

Social networking is wonderful for friendships. We can use it to connect with people outside our neighborhood, anywhere in the world. We can make new friends and with social networking, it’s easy to invite friends to a gathering or other social event. Also, shy people (with difficulty communicating in person) are often comfortable in a virtual friendship. They don’t feel alone.

Social networking sites can help with important life issues such as finding a job or finding a doctor or choosing a school. The sites offer ideas and advice from experts – people with a lot of information on a subject. Also, friends can help each other. Social networking can be bad for friendships, too. Some people spend a lot of time online or with their smartphone. They stare for hours at the screen. They have virtual friendships, but they don’t spend much time with friends face-to-face.

For several reasons, social networking can be dangerous. First, we don’t always know the real identity of other people – who they really are. For example, a teenager thinks he is communicating with another teenage boy, but this person is really a 40-year-old man. Is this really his “friend”? Second, information about us on a social networking site is public. Many, many people can see it. For example, at work, the boss can find personal information about employees. Some employees lose their jobs because of this. A very serious problem is identity theft, when people use public information to steal another person’s identity.

A. Answer the following questions.  

1. What does “shy people” mean?

_________________________________________________________________________

2. Who are experts?

_________________________________________________________________________

3. What is identity theft?

_________________________________________________________________________
B. Circle ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements. (0.5 x 4 = 2 Marks)

1. Some people spend a lot of time online. T F
2. With social networking, it is difficult to invite friends to a gathering. T F
3. Social networking sites can’t help in finding a job. T F
4. Some employees lose their jobs because of social networking sites. T F

C. Fill in the blanks with the words given below in the box. (0.5 x 6 = 3 Marks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>important</th>
<th>information</th>
<th>public</th>
<th>identity</th>
<th>connect</th>
<th>dangerous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

We can use social networking to ________________ with people anywhere in the world.

Social networking sites can help with ________________ life issues. For several reasons, social networking can be _________________. First, we don’t always know the real ________________ of other people – who they really are. Second, ________________ about us on a social networking site is ________________.

Text - 2

Read the following passage and answer the questions below.

Even though high school and college are both institutions of learning, they differ in at least three ways. The first difference between high school and college is their social atmospheres. In high school the facility is usually smaller, and students are, for the most part, well acquainted with each other. In addition, students in high school have the same six hours a day (7:45 to 1:45 pm), thus helping them to know one another better. On the college scene people are constantly coming and going, therefore rarely seeing the same person twice in a day, which accounts for fewer people being acquainted with each other.

The second difference between high school and college is their policies about homework. In high school, homework is required to help motivate students to study. In college most homework consists of studying; very little of it is written and turned in. If students do their homework, it is to their advantage; if they do not, the teachers will not force them to do it. The student is only wasting his own money if he neglects his coursework.

The third and last difference between high school and college is their attendance policies. In high school, students must attend class to get assignments and personal help in a certain area. Furthermore, high school students are less responsible; therefore, they need more guidance, which they can receive by going to class. In college, students may skip classes. It is the student’s responsibility to make work up. In spite of these differences between high school and college, they both serve the same purpose – to prepare an individual for the real world.
A. Answer the following questions.  (1 x 4 = 4 Marks)

1. What is the first difference between high school and college?

2. How many hours a day do students have in high school?

3. Whose responsibility is it to make work up?

4. Where may students skip classes?

B. Tick (✓) either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.  (1 x 3 = 3 Marks)

1. Is homework policy the same in high school and college?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

2. Does college prepare an individual for the real world?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

3. Is homework required in high school?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

II- GRAMMAR (15 Marks)

A. Write sentences using adjectives from the list.  (0.5 x 6 = 3 Marks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>round</th>
<th>hot</th>
<th>sweet</th>
<th>funny</th>
<th>dangerous</th>
<th>lucky</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. Fire is ____________________________________________.

2. Balls and oranges are ____________________________________.

3. Sugar is _____________________________________________.

4. A joke is ____________________________________________.

5. Guns are not safe. They are ____________________________________.

6. If you have a lot of luck, you are ________________________________.
B. Circle the correct completion.  
(0.5x6= 3 Marks)

1. Those ____________________ expensive.
   a. book is    b. books are    c. books is   d. a book are

   a. have    b. is    c. has    d. be

3. Give this to Ann. It is ________________ dictionary.
   a. she    b. an    c. her    d. their

4. My mother ____________________ tea at breakfast.
   a. drinking    b. drinks    c. drink    d. is drink.

5. Where ________________ John? Upstairs or downstairs?
   a. is    b. does    c. lives    d. do

6. Hassan likes ________________ football.
   a. play    b. playing    c. plays    d. is playing

C. Write –ING form for the following words.  
(0.5x6=3 Marks)

1. come ____________________________.
2. fix ____________________________.
3. plan ____________________________.
4. sleep ____________________________.
5. dream ____________________________.
6. watch ____________________________.

D. Complete the sentences with prepositions of time (in, at, for, on, to, from).  
(0.5x6= 3Marks)

1. We sleep ______________________ night.
2. My birthday is __________________ October.
3. We have class __________________ Monday.
4. He bought a car __________________ his son.
5. The post office is open ______________ 8:00 A.M. ______________ 5:00 P.M.
E. Correct the errors.  

(0.5 x 6 = 3 Marks)

1. Omar a car has.

2. Olga and Ivan has three children.

3. I'm listening you.

4. I no know Joe.

5. Yoko live in Japan.

6. I need to buys a pen.

II. WRITING  

(15 Marks)

A. Underline the subject and circle the verb in the following sentences. (1 x 4 = 4 Marks)

1. Ali speaks Arabic.

2. Ahmed wrote a paragraph

3. Umar is playing soccer.

4. He bought a car.

B. Make negative sentences.  

(1 x 3 = 3 Marks)

1. I drive (not) a car.

2. She cleans (not) her room.

3. You be (not) hungry.
C. Join the following sentences using ‘but’ or ‘and’. (1 x 2 = 2 Marks)

1. There are teachers in the college. There are students in the college.

2. Maher likes fast cars. His brother hates them.

D. Rewrite these sentences with capital letters in the correct places. (0.5 x 4 = 2 Marks)

1. Do we have english classes today?

2. He is from Saudi arabia.

3. Mr. smith speaks French.

4. you should buy a car.

E. Write a paragraph about your friend. (4 Marks)

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________